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ABSTRACT 

This paper proposes a framework for scoring music for 
video games: achieving a balance between storytelling and 
adaptivity. Video game music should be descriptive of the 
theme, the story, and the image, while being able to adapt 
to the dynamics of gameplay. These two aspects need to be 
designed and blended in harmony.  
        Two widely used techniques for storytelling in music 
are leitmotif and idée fixe. They associate musical language 
with specific elements in the story, such as a character, a 
scene, or an emotional state. They originated from western 
classical music and were adopted later in film music. 
Recently, there has been an increasing number of video 
games that contain cinematic game experiences and adopt 
leitmotif and idée fixe. However, despite the similarities in 
using the two techniques in film and video game 
composition, video game differs from film in terms of 
interactivity. The interaction between players and the game 
involves indeterminacy and creates possibilities of non- 
linear narrative. Player inputs and game logic can lead the 
gameplay to different states and paths. Therefore, music 
should give sonic responses simultaneously when states 
and paths change in the game. Karen Collins calls this type 
of music procedure adaptive music [1]. Adaptive music 
employs two major techniques: loopable music and 
modular music. Sections of music form the musical loops. 
Small fragments of musical materials are the building 
blocks, the modules, for creating modular music. Loopable 
music and modular music are arranged vertically and 
horizontally to respond and react to gameplay changes. 
This framework is intended to help composers understand 
the challenges and possibilities in video game music, as 
well as to shed light on video game design. 

1. LEITMOTIF AND IDÉE FIXE 

Rod Munday points out that music “is often accorded a 
powerful mythical function” [2]. This idea is fully 
developed in Richard Wagner’s conception of leitmotif. 
Leitmotif is a musical theme that is associated with a 
specific element in a dramatic work. The element is 
usually a character, an item, a location, or a unique 
situation in the plot, as game composer Winifred Phillips 
summarizes [3]. A leitmotif can be as simple as two notes 
played on the tuba, or a complex passage of chord 
progression played by the string section in the orchestra. 

One characteristic of leitmotif in film is that if a musical 
theme is associated with a certain element, the theme will 
likely recur whenever the element is referred. In Wagner’s 
operatic works, audience experience the music as a 
chronological process on the stage, while in film, scenes 
can be cut and edited to any preferred order. The exact 
amount of when the recurring musical themes should be 
added in films requires artistic decisions. As briefly 
discussed above, there is a connection between the 
original usage of leitmotif in the context of the Wagnerian 
setting and the cinematic setting. The functionalities of 
leitmotif in films have been changed and shifted to 
accustom film’s specific needs and have departed from the 
usage in western classical music.  
        Video game music has well followed the tradition of 
film music in many ways. Many successful video game 
franchises aim to produce a cinematic quality of sensory 
experience. Peter Moormann has categorized “five main 
functions of film music”: the descriptive function, the 
affective, the structural, the expository, and a memory- 
guiding function [4]. In Videogames, leitmotif has very 
commonly been used as a memory-guiding function that 
the players can quickly get familiar with an element in the 
game. Such as music themes for specific locations, the 
player will immediately recognize the music played in the 
Town Center that is drastically different with the music 
played in the Dragon Caves. Music in video games has 
many other functions, as Florian Mundhenke mentioned in 
his article about music in Silent Hill [5]. These other 
functions that are specific to video game include the 
navigational function, which gives clues to the player for 
further actions, and the dynamic function, which 
accompanies actions of characters not controlled by the 
player, for instance.  
        Idée fixe is a compositional technique developed by 
composer Hector Berlioz. An idée fixe theme is the only 
and most important theme that carries throughout a piece 
of music work. Variations and different orchestrations can 
be applied throughout the piece, so the main theme may 
have numbers of different versions and each of them is 
made appropriate to a specific section of the narrative. V 
ariations include changing the speed, the instrumentation, 
using different rhythm, applying different signal 
processing filters, adding transpositions or even 
inversions, etc. Having one single musical theme with 
varied versions unifies different sections into a sonic 
whole. The idée fixe theme is usually not associated with a 
single element, nor intended to describe the physical 
appearance of the elements (e.g. music depicting the 
glorious decoration in a royal palace), as opposed to 
leitmotif. Idée fixe is not related to a character, or a 
specific situation in the plot, but rather to something that 
resides inside the entire story, like an emotional state, a 
goal, an idea. Video game composer Winifred Phillips has 
described that idée fixe is capable to associate with “an 
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intangible aspect of the story”, and it is “the central 
driving force in the overall story” [3]. This type of 
musical theme often becomes the game’s main theme, one 
example is the action-adventure video game Assassin’s 
Creed III: Liberation (2012) by Ubisoft. Although each 
variation will be dramatically different or even hard to be 
recognized, they carry the musical spirit of the story 
inconspicuously as opposed to leitmotif’s obvious 
appearance depicting an individual element.  
        The two techniques are the primary compositional 
methods in scoring for images. With careful design during 
the composition process, leitmotif and idée fixe can be 
manipulated and combined in a very convincing way.  

2. PROCEDURAL AND ADAPTIVE MUSIC 

Video games as a multimedia format have its own unique 
parameters than films. Watching a film is a passive 
experience while playing a video game is an active 
experience. Watching a film is passively receiving what is 
shown from a running projector on a screen. Playing a 
video game is where the player has the agency to trigger 
game parameters to move the story forward. This type of 
interactivity in video games brings the player a sense of 
control, like being a director. While a film always has one 
scripted ending, a video game may have multiple endings 
available. This feature enables the accompanying music to 
also have multiple possibilities on how it progresses and 
unfolds. Unlike a 2-hour long film, some video games can 
take dozens of hours during each gameplay session. The 
music, respectively, needs to fill the long duration of 
gameplay while not taking too much memory storage in 
the game. The type of music that fulfill all these 
requirements is usually called adaptive music, as its 
structure is loop-based (saving disk memory), and the 
composition is modular (able to be interactive and 
responsive to player’s input and game parameters).  
        An enduring loop in video game music is one of the 
biggest challenges for composers. The loop cannot be too 
short as it will repeat more times and more easily annoy 
the listener. The ending of the loop has to be perfectly and 
naturally connected to not only its own beginning to start 
a new loop, but also to the beginning of the next music 
track that will be switched to. The challenge here is not 
only about which chord can connect to which chord 
consonantly, but also the processing effects: the reverb, 
the delay, and the compression, etc. all need to be carried 
over smoothly to the new loop. Additionally, video game 
music should help its players concentrate on the gameplay 
when they are playing, while in films, music is sometimes 
so dramatic and emotional with all types of upward and 
downward movements. Music that is too dramatic and 
emotional will simply be problematic and misleading in a 
gameplay context. When players interact with game 
mechanics, such as jumping on edges and dodging from 
attacks in a 2D platformer game, music needs to function 
as a stable emotional background, ensuring the game flow 
and blocking the outside-real-world. Again, here the 
challenge is how to make music phrases interesting 
enough to be noticed and effective without attracting too 
much attention from the player, especially when they are 
performing intense actions. Using simple rhythmic 
patterns with some sound effects as embellishment is a 
popular approach in many video game compositions, 
however, this type of music can easily be criticized as 
"unmemorable" and "boring" over many times of 
replaying. Therefore, the problem has to be taken care of 
at a compositional level. Great composers are known for 

their memorable melody that gamers feel obsessed with 
and yet survived the dozen-hours replay fatigue.  
        Modularity is another important compositional 
technique for video game composers. A module of music 
is a small chunk of music material. It can be a short 
melody, a guitar riff, 4 bars of drum groove, or even one 
single note on the flute. They are the building blocks of 
the music architecture. Composers need to first decide the 
length of the module and a system to use these building 
blocks. Using an audio middleware has become more and 
more common: Wwise, FMod, and many others. An audio 
middleware is a handy software for sound designers and 
composers to design a soundbank which contains all the 
playback rubrics of the building blocks without having to 
hard code the rules inside the game engine. After the 
design is finished, the middleware will generate the code 
to communicate with the game engine for sound 
implementation. This is a process of generating music 
using the modular music fragments, the building blocks, 
and it is often called generative music.  
        Generative music can be seen as deep adaptive music 
because adaptivity is built on a much smaller unit. 
However, levels and intensity of generativity may vary in 
great range and has very different outcomes. The music 
building blocks can be schemed with changes of game 
states and parameters. For instances, when the player’s 
health is below a certain number, then the bass line and 
drum groove will be added to the previously piano and 
clarinet parts. In doing so, it provides a sonic response to 
the player that a more nervous and hostile situation is 
happening, and their avatar may die soon. This is a 
vertical arrangement of the number of layers in the music 
fragment. In a fighting video game, Killer Instinct (2013) 
by Double Helix Games, Iron Galaxy Studios, Rare and 
Microsoft Studios, composer Tom Salta used exactly this 
technique to score music for the character Eyedol. Besides 
vertically arranging the music (e.g. adding or reducing 
layers of instruments and sounds), composers could 
incorporate horizontal arrangements to show changes in 
the game. A small piece of music as a transition section 
can be inserted between two different musical sections. 
This small piece of music is often called a stinger, which 
can be triggered in the middleware. For example, when 
the avatar runs from one room to the other, the game 
engine calls the transitional stinger to play slightly before 
the previous music ends and finishes right after the next 
music comes in. Transitional stingers need to have 
blending timbre so that the transition will be unnoticeable. 
Normally composers avoid writing rhythmic patterns in 
stingers as they can be contrasting to blend with the 
rhythms of other music and harm the smooth transition.  
        Many advanced types of generative music can be 
done in the audio middleware, such as, if the building 
block is so small as one note, by repeating the note while 
pitch-shifting, a melody can be generated. This method 
has been experimented in many casual games like Spore 
(2008) by Electronic Arts. As Karen Collins explained in 
An Introduction to Procedural Music in Video Games, this 
type of advanced generative music has problems to be 
cinematically meaningful because the computer-generated 
music may sound unmusical and cannot function as a 
narrative accompaniment [1]. In order to create effective 
melodies and chord progressions that fulfill the narrative 
needs, a musically meaningful pattern of how to compile 
the building blocks has to be developed. To create such 
pattern is way much complicated and difficult than how it 
sounds, it is like to teach the computer about music theory 
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and aesthetics. This is why many video game producers 
and composers simply avoid using this method.  
 
 

3. CONCLUSION 

The storytelling compositional techniques adopted from 
film music and the procedural and adaptive compositional 
techniques jointly establish a foundation for composing 
video game music. For expressing the story and image of 
the game, music needs to be cinematic and narrative. 
Being capable of telling a story like films, video games 
also contain intense user-involvement and interactivity. As 
video game is an interactive medium, its music should 
provide spontaneous sonic feedbacks to player inputs and 
game state changes. Additionally, because implemented 
audio files need to have optimized file size and format, 
video game music composition needs to be modular and 
loop-based. While both the narrative and adaptive 
techniques in music composition are crucial to video 
games, a perfect balance between utilizing the two is 
necessary. Many video game composers have clear 
emphasis on one of the two techniques – either composing 
pure cinematic and linear soundtrack as film music or 
generating music materials on a modular level without 
considering the relevance to the image and the story. 
Besides compositional difficulties, there are practical 
problems, including time and budget management. 
Moreover, it is sometimes hard to communicate musical 
ideas to video game producers who do not have a music 
composition background. As a composer myself, I am 
proposing a compositional framework that is capable to 

utilize both storytelling and adaptive techniques while 
avoiding contradictions or conflicts between them.  
        This work-in-progress has established the theoretical 
foundation of and taken a first step towards a system that 
will embody the proposed compositional framework. 
Future work will focus on creating the patch with a list of 
images, game parameters, and music that can be linked and 
manipulated systematically. This patch will demonstrate 
new possibilities of music in video game to composers, 
producers, and audio programmers. I hope this work can 
start further cross-disciplinary discussion and inform more 
creative projects from professionals in the field. 
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